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What has Stephan Schmidheiny, former sole proprietor of ETERNIT, done with his billions from the sale of Eternit's asbestos properties in the late 1980s? Between 1984 and 1999 Schmidheiny's net worth doubled from US$2 billion to US$4.4 billion.(1)

Part of what Schmidheiny has done is to reinvest in Latin American forest properties. According to recent Swiss accounts, Stephan Schmidheiny began buying Chilean forest land in 1982, and he now owns over 120,000 hectares in Southern Chile, near Concepcion, land which the Mapuche Indians claim has been theirs since time immemorial. The Mapuche charge that some of the land Schmidheiny bought was stolen from them during the Pinochet dictatorship, using that regime's standard techniques of intimidation, torture, and murder. Schmidheiny's Chilean holdings, owned by his Terra Nova affiliate, owned in turn by Nueva, his Swiss-based holding company, make him Chile's third largest owner of forest properties. (Nueva also controls a dozen companies in Latin America, which employ 10,000 in the production of pipes, building materials, and in the planting and harvest of vast numbers of trees.). The activities of Terra Nova are so controversial that Huilcamans, president of the Mapuches' Consejo de Todas las Tierras, went to Switzerland in 1999 with two of his aides in an attempt to reason with Schmidheiny personally and to get him to recognize the injustice of some of his subsidiary's activities. According to one account, Schmidheiny refused to speak with the Mapuche envoys, referring them instead to Hans-Ulrich Spiess, a Swiss representative of Terra Nova, who found the accusations "absurd." Spiess went on to claim that Terra Nova held a "legal title" based on Chilean legal procedures, and that "If we look back long enough, we will always find someone to whom the land belonged to at some time in the past." Schmidheiny never criticized Chile's Pinochet regime in public, but was quoted in a speech as saying, "A Third World country which opts for a liberal free-market economy must have a strong state."(2)

Schmidheiny uses his "philanthropic" interests in Latin America to create the impression that he has invented a new environmental paradigm based on the slogans "Eco-Efficiency" spurred by the representations of "civil society." Progress occurs, he believes, when "civil society...[that is to say]...millions of women and men outside of government" through "access" to "management know-how" and "fundraising capacity" are "empowered" to "transform their countries"), a roundabout way of advocating "no government regulation of business." Certainly, Schmidheiny's "eco-efficiency" and "civil society" paradigms do not seem to include an imperative to inform asbestos cement employees their jobs were killing them – or that ETERNIT had a moral and legal duty to compensate those whose lives were suffocated through asbestos exposure. Apparently the old "privatize the profits/socialize the losses" paradigm trumped the new "eco-efficiency/civil society" paradigm for the victims of the former 35-country ETERNIT empire, some of whom Schmidheiny must remember from his work as a foreman-trainee on the shop floor at ETERNIT's largest Brazilian plant in Osasco, São Paulo state, in the early 1970s. In his favor, we must note that Schmidheiny taught himself about the health problems of asbestos by the late 1970s and ordered his
researchers to develop ways to produce fiber-cement panels and roof tiles which used plant fibers, especially in ETERNIT's Ricalit factory in Costa Rica. But for a series of reasons, including the opposition of local partners, the asbestos substitution strategy was slow to take effect in most places, and Schmidheiny ended up selling all of his asbestos-cement factories by 1990.

**BETTING THE PENSION FUND? In 1987, Stephan Schmidheiny bought Landis & Gyr, a family-owned firm which was one of the world's leading companies in automatic controls for buildings. In eight years he eliminated 3,000 jobs, and, in 1994, the Landis & Gyr pension fund lost US$300 million in stock market speculation. The workers and the union claimed that Schmidheiny was fully aware of the risks management was taking with the workers' pension fund and that he had supported the "immoral" decision to withhold management contributions to the fund.(4)**

Schmidheiny, while selling off his Swiss properties and transforming himself into a banker and speculator, has made a strenuous effort to integrate himself directly into the highest spheres of American society as an entrepreneur and environmental philosopher. In 1992 he published CHANGING COURSE: A GLOBAL BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE ON DEVELOPMENT AND THE ENVIRONMENT (5), which argues that rational capitalist development—based on his "eco-efficiency" concept—was the long-term solution to both environmental devastation and declining profits. He put his money and influence behind the concept by founding and funding the Business Council for Sustainable Development (BCSD), which set the tone for industrial and business participation in the International Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. (6) (One question his analysis never answers is what to do when businesses refuse to practice "eco-efficiency," which seems to be left to the choice of individual companies.)

Schmidheiny also serves on the Board of Directors of the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, and has been an active participant in the Yale Center for Environmental Law and Policy of the Yale Law School (the alma mater of Bill and Hillary Clinton). In 1996 he received the honorary degree of DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS from Yale. In Yale press releases he is praised as the principal advisor for business and industry to the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (the "Rio Conference") of 1992. People in the Western Hemisphere will probably hear more from Stephan Schmidheiny in the coming decades, because, as he told FORBES in 1997, he is moving his money out of Europe and "into the U.S. and Latin America." "America is younger and more dynamic," he said, while "Europe, despite the European Union, is growing old and defensive."

In effect Stephan Schmidheiny decided "to take his money and run" from ETERNIT's looming asbestos disaster, and reinvest it in book projects, intellectuals, universities and "philanthropic" enterprises around the globe, while leaving sick and dying workers to their own devices. In the 1990s he launched himself on the world stage as an environmental thinker and benefactor, and had that role sanctified by institutions of "the higher learning"(7) such as Yale University. (Whether Schmidheiny contributes to Yale's environmental efforts through foundations he controls or through personal philanthropy has not been ascertained). In proclaiming Stephan Schmidheiny a DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS in 1996, Yale praised him in the following terms: "Not content to be a steward of a family business, you
have used your corporate role to promote stewardship of the global environment. You have made company decisions based upon the health of the planet, introducing new technologies and ways of doing business that are environmentally friendly. By bringing your message to leading industrialists around the world, you have helped to create an attainable vision of a global economy based on sustainable, ecologically sound development."

So far that concept of "stewardship" has not included a frank public assumption of moral and financial responsibility for the suffering and killing caused by the production and sale of ETERNIT's asbestos products around the world, as American asbestos companies have been forced to do. In Osasco, however, a group of workers from ETERNIT's old Osasco plant, led by Ministry of Labor safety engineer Fernanda Giannasi, has founded the Brazilian Association of People Harmed by Asbestos (ABREA) to fight for just compensation, medical care, and a ban on asbestos; to fight for justice in what Giannasi called an "invisible war" against workers. (8). Only Stephan Schmidheiny, safe in his chateau by the lake, can say if he hears the ghosts of asbestos workers past crying out for justice in his dreams.
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